Coffee Shop/Restaurant
Equipment & Machinery

Everything you need
to open a Good Apple Restaurant

OPEN A GOOD APPLE RESTAURANT

Design, machines, ingredients, training, advertising, uniforms,
branded disposables--and lots of sound advice--we set you up, get
you going. Join the Good Apple family!

Put experts on your team!
Opening any new business is stressful and never easy. Mistakes
made early-on can prove costly and hard to correct. Imagine how
annoyed you would be if some expensive piece of equipment turned
out to be 1 cm too big for your space!
You can never tell the quality of machinery by its looks. The only
real way to know if it is any good is to buy--and hope for the best.
But we have been in the restaurant business 15 years. We go to all
the important trade shows, examine everything carefully and usually buy samples to test.
My God, we have sure bought some dogs over the years! But our
loss is your gain--we will never sell you bad stuff. In fact, everything we sell has at least a 1-year warranty.

Why is a Good Apple Restaurant and/or a
Dream Cones dessert shop good for you?
1. Low franchise fee, no royalty or commission-you keep every
penny you earn.

2. Proven menu of internationally-loved foods, delicious, easy to
make from inexpensive ingredients and flavored with our spices
and sauces.
3. Extensive training: We think of our training as our most important product. Learn from the experts! Take our dessert and/or fusion
food training. In a short time you will be an expert! No chef needed--cooks will do!
4. Our optional on-site setup takes the stress out of a startup. We
tweak your machinery, do aditional training and make sure everything is ready for your grand opening.
DREAM CONES & THE GOOD APPLE
170/1 Pahonyothin Soi 14, Bangkok, 10400
MOB: +6689 909-3556 OFF: +662 616-9951 Fx: +662 616-9953
www.dreamcones.com email.dreamcones@gmail.com
Skype: michael.greenwald
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The Stuff You Need--

When you join the Good Apple family,
you get a menu of delicious food that
can’t be beat and are taught how to
make it.
To cook the complete menu requires a
grill, griddle, deep fryer and stove. A
cook island of this type can be as small
as 4x1m. Other matching components
can be added as needed.
An under-counter reefer is part of the
service area and can be bought with
cold hoppers for sandwich or burrito
-making.
A service island with a sink, over-self,
storage and a work surface is also required.
Fresh, hot bread and pastries upgrade
your shop or restaurant. You can actually bake bread, croissants and pastries
from frozen dough in a very small space
using a convection oven.

Kitchen Furniture

T

he stainless counters and work
tables we sell come from Thailand.
Please refer to the Good Apple
Kitchen Furniture Catalogue to learn
more. We use catalogue sizes for
layout.

RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE
Furniture
Your decor is you face to the public.
Our comb of trendy, upscale furniture and traditional pieces give you
many great choices. Please refer to
the Good Apple Restaurant & Lounge
Furniture Catalogue to learn more.

Fine Desserts

Read more about our Dream Cones
fine dessert divison at our website:
www.downtothelasttoothpick.com.

Balls of Fire		
Apple’s texas
						Brochettes
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High-quality Restaurant Reefers

Really high quality all stainless reefers and freezers built for the European
and American markets, sleek-looking, extremely reliable with European
compressors and cleanly-built, drop-in compressor asemblies. Automatic hot gas defrost, heated door frame, inside round corner design fo easy
cleaning, adjustable height trays and feet. You can’t beat these.

SEE OUR GOOD APPLE
HOTEL & RESTAURANT
REFRIGERATION CATALOGUE.
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Cook island under counter chiller
Just 560 mm high, this heavy stainless unit can support a complete
70 cm cooking island. Pull-out drawers make sorting easy
and you don’t have to bend down and look in. This is ideal for a
variety of chilled ingredients and even meat or shrimp that must
be kept cold. 2, 4 or 6 drawers. Easy to store several hundred brochettes in just one drawer.
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The Cadillac of Cooking Islands
This highly compact but elegant cooking island is self-contained.
It has everything--a grill, griddle, deep fryer and 2-burner stove,
each 400 mm wide, with two storage cabinets beneath, an overgead slotted shelf for pots. The island can be matched to a 4-6 burner
stove with oven. It is perfect for the open kitchen concept because
it is so elegant. It inspires confidence. Dressed in a snappy Good
Apple uniform the chef will perform his ballet in front of admiring
customers
Its innovative feature is the rotatable 6-ingredient hopper so handy
for the chef. Comes with a matching hood, not shown. Just this unit
alone can make everything on the Good Apple menu.

Comes gas or electric, specify type of
gas.
Size over all:1600*750*1610MM
Size of each unit:400*700*485MM
Each of the cooking units is independent so you can move them around to
suit.
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Anchor cooking Island
This highly professional combo has a gas fryer,
griddle, Lava rock grill and handy 370x420mm
chef sink. Breather in rear vents heat up into
hood, away from wall. Units are all flush
mounted and easy to clean. Plenty of cabinet
space beneath. It comes with optional hood.

E-RQZH-700 2000/700/850/
Many free-standing add-ons are available
which have the same style. These include:
4 burner stove w oven
6 burner stove w oven
electric hot plates

iron griddle
2-tank deep fryer
electric bain marie.
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STOVE MATCHES
ANCHOR ISLAND
4 BURNER ELECTRIC
OVEN OR CABINET
German hotplates
E-DSJ-700: 700/700/910/3 Ph 380v
2.6kw x 4 oven has top and bottom
control

Griddle Matches
Anchor Island
w. cabinet 2 burners
E-RQP-700: Gas: 700/700/910
E-DP-700: Elect 700/700/910

E

STOVE MATCHES
ANCHOR ISLAND
4 OR 6 BURNER gas
OVEN OR CABINET
ELECTRIC START
This is your basic, good quality
Chinese oven with Italian valves
for stove and oven. Fits nicely
with Anchor Island.
E-RQB-700B 4 BURNER
700/700/910
E-RQB-700-GA 6 BURNER
1050/700/910

Stove/GriddleMatches
Anchor island
4 burner gas
w griddle & Oven
Electric start, rear duct vent

E-RBJ-700 1050/700/910/134KG
E-RBJ-900 1200/900/910/154KG

OTHER FREE STANDING:
double deep fryer
French iron griddle
pasta cooker
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Our Top-of-the-Line Stove w Oven
& Radiant broiler
Made in China

HRG3603U 6 BURNERS W OVEN & RADIENT BROILER
Cooktop:
1.
2 dual burner x 15000BTU,with 650BTU simmer fire
2 single burner x 12000BTU
2 single burner x 9000BTU
2. Black porcelain drip pan
3. 3 x Flat cast-iron cooking
Oven:
1. 5.2 cu.ft oven capacity		
5. Commercial convections fan
2. Infrared broil burner: 1 x 16500BTU; 6. Two chrome platted oven racks
3.U shape stove burner: 1 x 22000BTU 7. Two halogen lights
4. Blue porcelain oven interior
Product Dimensions: 914mmLx731mmWx1005mmH
Package Dimensions:1040mmLx820mmWx1125mmH
HRG3031U 4 BURNERS WITH OVEN & RADIENT BROILER
Cooktop:
1. 2 dual burner x 15000BTU, with 650BTU simmer function
2 single burner x 12000BTU
2. Black porcelain Drip Pan
3. 3 x Flat cast-iron cooking grates
Oven:
1. 4.2 cu.ft oven capacity
2. Infrared broil burner: 1 x 16500BTU;
U shape stove burner: 1 x 22000BTU
3. Blue porcelain oven interior color
4. Commercial convection fan
5. 2 x Halogen Lights
Product Dimension: 762mmLx731mmWx1005mmH
Package Dimension:890mmLx820mmWx1125mmH

This is our absolute top-of-the-line Chinese stove series, built for the American
market, with the famous white-speckled blue porcelain interior, a bake oven
and a wonderful forced air radient infrared broiler. It has electric start for every
heat source.
Everything about this stove is luxurious. We use one in our training kitchen. The oven racks are chromed. Even the drip pan is black porcelain. It is
very heavily built with large stove burner heads. Be sure to specify type gas.
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6 Burner Stove with 2 Ovens HRG4804U
THE ULTIMATE RANGE: Cooktop:
3 dual burners * 15,000BTU with 650BTU simmer function.
3 single burners with 12,000BTU
304SS drip pan
3pcs heavy casting iron cooking grates

30” Oven with 4.2 cu.ft oven capacity
Oven radiant broil burner at 16,500BTU
U shape bake burner at 22,000BTU
Blue porcelain oven interior
Heavy duty oven fan
2 halogen lights
18” Oven:
2.5 cu.ft oven capacity		
Product: 48“Lx28.5”Wx39“H
1 tube burner with 15,000
Package:52.5”Lx 32”Wx44”H
1 halogen light

4-Burner Range w warmer,
Oven & Radiant Broiler HRG3609U

HUGE OVEN!
2*15,000 BTU burners, with 650BTU simmer plate on top
2* 12,000 BTU burners
16,500 BTU Infrared broiler
22,000 BTU Convection Oven w 5.2 cubic foot oven capacity
Extra Large Oven Window
Heavy Duty Cast-Iron Cooking Grates
Electronic Ignition with Auto Re-ignition
Manual Convection Cooking Mode
Fully Adjustable Heavy-duty Legs
304 Stainless Steel Griddle
Height: 40” Overall Width: 36” Depth: 28-7/8”
Dimension: 91.5cmW x 73cm D x 100.6cmH
Dimension: 104cmW x 82cmD x 113cmH
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Countertop Cooking Units
Lava Rock Grill
D-DH-600NW: Electric
600:600/650/330/PH:-380v/9kw/
E-DH-600A: Gas:
600/650/370/55kg

Gas or Electric
Griddle
D-DP-600NW: Electric: smooth
600/650/520/3PH-380V/9kw/32.5
kg
E-RQP-722: Gas: 2/3 ribbed,
1/3smooth/728/396/520

Gas or Electric
Dbl Deep Fryer
E-RQZ-600A: Gas:
OA: 600/650/370/38kg/
BASKET: 190/250/300/38KG
E-DZ-600 Electric: OA:
600/580/300/220v/30kg
BASKET: 190/250/300/

4-Burners, gas
E-RQB-600/650/360
Electric Start

E-RPQ-720B: Gas: smooth
730/550/520/45 kg

Elect Bain Marie
E-DT-600: 600/580/375/220v/26kg

6-Burners, gas
E-RQB-6T: 900/65-0/360/
Electric start
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Salamanders
Salamanders are broilers, located away from
the oven, either wall-mounted on on a cabinet, so the cook does not have to bend down.
The top two are “lifting salamanders” and the
grill height can be adjusted. The botom one is
an infrared, which heats up quickly.
Top: E-DJS 600: 600/500/500/4Kw/220v
E-EB-450 450/450/500/2.8Kw/220v

Middle: EB-450A 450/450/500/2.8Kw/220v

Chicken Rotisserie Grill
This is a very standard gas-heated chicken rotisserie with three independent
skewers. Glass doors, drip tray, light and vent.
Bottom: Infrered Gas Salamander, adjustable grate, heats up fast, very efficient.
780/520/480/44Kw (with electric blower)

1185/490/720/18 kW/220v motor. Can make 9-12 chickens.
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Smokeless Electric Chicken Rotisserie
Nothing stops passers-by like fresh food cooking on a grill right in front of
them. This rotisserie roaster can be floor mounted or placed on a low table, so
that customers can see the mouth-watering, juicy, dripping birds.

Vertical Electric
Chicken Rotisserie
This lovely rotisserie was designed for customer viewing. It
is illuminated and has a thermostat, so you can reduce heat
and keep the birds warm after
cooking. Easy to reach in and
remove one bird at a time. All
stainless steel. Very reasonably
priced. Makes 12 birds at a time.
You can also low roast the birds
in an oven and hang tem in the
rotisserie for display.
670x550x1580 77Kg 4.5 Kw

This compact rotisserie will grill 14 chickens at a time in about 2 hours. The
cooked birds can be kept warm after cooking or displayed in one of our many
hot display cases and reheated on our smokeless grill. Quite inexpensive and
compact
Dimensions volts wt.Kg Kw
810x630x610 220v 65 kg 8.2
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Highest quality electric ovens

Made in China by Swiss company for European market

Speedy-Crisp 300/400T
Impingement Microwave

600/800T Convection Oven
Made in China for the US, European Market

Made in China for the US, European Market

Serve warm, crispy food 5X faster!
Combines all the qualities of a microwave and convection oven to make hot
sandwiches or reheat pastry. Makes them hot and crispy, not soft and gooey. It
comes with a ribbed plate that allows you to grill sandwiches like a panini grill
and also has a stone plate so you can finish pre-cooked pizzas in seconds. Designed for tight spaces in a small restaurant or cafe. Touch screen with many
presets and you can preset you own. If you need to meet your customer’s needs
in 2 minutes, this is the oven for you! Well-built for commercial use.
7” glass screen touch panel--100 presets

Make bread, crossiants, pastry in small space!
Has all the qualities of a great bake oven in a small space. Bake from frozen or
fresh dough. Comes with rounded interior corners-cleans better. Has 30 preset
programs. Stacks with optional proofer.
Double glass front panel		
Programmable 7” touch screen
Electromagnetic door lock		
Optional under-proofer trolly
30 pre-set programs			
3 baking trays, 1440x350
		
Removable water tank for steam: 440/35020-230v
		
		

Convection 600: 600/720/555 60 Kg. 15 Amps
Convection 800: 840/960/607 85 lbs 15 Amps
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High-Quality Pizza Ovens
Made in China for the US Market

50% Faster cooking time!
Makes Four 12” pizzas
Fits in small space
It’s easy to buy cheap Chinese pizza ovens. The hard part is finding a good one.
We bought a few samples that never got hot enough. They are still sitting in our
parking lot. So, now we sell these. These units are made for the US export market. Assured quality. Compact unit with stone floor heats quickly to 400C. Single
or double decks. 60 Kg each deck. 380-440v/3 ph. W
Single MDL 2054 985/795/520 625/640/185
Double MDL 2039 985/795/820 625/640/185

Pick and Stack
It’s easy to stack any deck oven combo. Stack Speedy-Crisp, and 2 pizza ovens or
Speedy-Crisp and two bake ovens.
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Deck Ovens for the Professional

Has all the qualities of a great bake oven in a small space. Bake from
frozen or fresh dough. Comes with rounded interior corners-cleans
better. Has 30 preset programs. Stacks with optional proofer.
Double glass front panel		
Programmable 7” touch screen
Electromagnetic door lock		
Optional under-proofer trolly
30 pre-set programs			
3 baking trays, 1440x350
		
Removable water tank for steam: 440/35020-230v
		
		

Convection 600: 600/720/555 60 Kg. 15 Amps
Convection 800: 840/960/607 85 lbs 15 Amps

Various sized proofers are also available
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These are Chinese machines designed and manufactured by a
Swiss company for the European market. They are just as rugged and durable as the best European machines, considerably
less expensive but they are not the cheapest you can buy--just
the best.
Spiral mixers are used only for dough mixing, using a rotating
bowl and a fixed position dough hook. They are the preferred
dough-mixing machines in most bakeries.
Most commercial mixers are planetary. The mixer is on an
offset shaft rotating while the shaft rotates around the bowl.
The planetary is a very versatile piece of equipment. They have
three speeds, can whip, mix dough and make batter.
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Quick and Simple Doughnut Maker
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Dream Coffee Machines
Restaurant quality coffee machines require installation - meaning connection to water, electricity (40 amps) and a floor drain. Even if your water source is very
pure we recommend a calcium treatment filter to remove salt. The filter is essential to prevent salt scaling inside the boiler. Most customers also purchase a

Cappo Standard

Cappo Delux

The Cappo Standard is a more simply designed machine costing 30-50% less
than the Delux model. It has most of the same features as the Delux model, also available in 2 or 3 cup-groups, with a pressure gauge, 12L copper
heat-circulating boiler, automatic or semiautomatic operation, automatic
cleaning, empty boiler alarm, adjustable water doses: espresso, double, Americano or manual, cup warmer, hot water . 2-group dimensions: 110/220/3803ph; 2500 w w/d/h 55/54/54 48 kg

Our top-of-the-line Cappo Delux 2-o r 3 cup Italian espresso machine. Absolutely gorgeous with everything you need: electronic display, pressure gauge,
copper, heat-circulating boiler, automatic or semiautomatic operation, auto-matic cleaning, adjustable water doses: espres-so, double, Americano or
manual, cup warmer, hot water mixer tap, steam jet, boiler drain. 2-group
dimensions: 110/220 or 380/3v 5000 watt, 12L boiler, w/d/h: 75/62/51 67 Kg
in white, tan, or black.			
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Coffee Grinder
A good-quality coffee grinder is
an essential part of any espresso setup. We offer this quiet,
high-capacity automatic grinder
with a powerful 370 w motor, 1.5
Kg hopper, adjustable grinder,
55/21/37.
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Ventless Hood absorbes
cooking odors
The ventless hood is a much bigger
deal than it may seem. It eliminates
cooking smoke and odors from
areas where there is no access to a
vent. This allows you to conduct
cooking operations in mall aisle
without cooking smells. These
are usually places where cooking
is prohibited, so it opens up new
vistas for you!
The units come in several sizes,
wide enough for any type of cooker.
The ceiling-mounted units can be
positioned over a cooking island.
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Create a Service Island to meet your needs

Sevice islands are your face to the public. Their elegance, sophistication and
cleran function create your prestige and reassure the customer that their food
is being prepared in a spotlesly clean enviornment.
Service areas can be placed in the rear, with a pass-thru opening to the kitchen
or placed along a side wall, with or without a cooking island. In many cases
you can mount wall cabinets above the service components. These cabinets
often have concealed lighting shining down to illuminate the work area.
Sometimes over-counters are built on top of under-counter reefers, to support
heavy equipment like espresso, slush or soft serve machines, allowing the cook
to utilize the entire working space beneath.

Service counters permit many functions in a small space. They should be
matched to you menu. Many Good Apple Restaurant customers go for the
sink/ice maker on the left, a two or three door under counter reefer. If sandwiches, burritos or pizzas are made up front, an under-counter reefer with
elevated cold hoppers is often included.
If you plan to cook in your service area, our compact 1600 wide cook island,
with grill, griddle, deep fryer and burners fits well. You can also buy the cook
island undercounter chiller with drawers to better utilize space.
No service area is complete without a drink reefer. We recommend the more
elegant beer reefer, one or two doors.
23

Service Area Utilities
70 cm deep units fit with cooking Islands

Chef sink with
grease trap and
rear ledge.

Small work
counter w cold
hoppers, ice bin
& cup dispensers

Chef sink with
spray-washer
and convenient
waste-drop.

Service Island with sink, storage,
ice-maker, cup dispenser and condiment hoppers. Provides many
services in small space. Available
w/o ice maker
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Food Warmers
E-BWP-400
Single (heat lamp) light: 400/285/560/275W/220

Panini Grills
Panini grills can heat anything and have the
advantage of heating both sides at the same time.
What they are most famous for is grilling sandwiches, the most famous being the Cubano, the
cheese, pickle, tomato and the famous Ruben.
SINGLE PANINI: E-DPX-11
430/310/200/2.2KW/220V/15 KG
E-DPX-11E 430/310/200/2.8 KW/220V/25 KG

E-BWP-600
Double (heat lamp) light: 600/330/560/550W/220v

DOUBLE PANINI:
570/310/200/4.4 KW/3220V/5KG

E-BWP-4B
Infrared four lamps 985/500/870/1.1 kW/220v

E-BWD-2A
Infrared 2-lamps 780/530/700/550W/220v
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Gas & Electric BBQ Grills

Smokeless Gas grills
This really slick-looking grill is truly smokeless, suitable for use in enclosed
space without venT
, such as mall kiosks. Cpuld be matched to a double deep fryer with a ventless
hood, see Pg 23. The infrared, forced air burners are verticle, on the side, so
juice cannot drip on them. The aroma of the food will rise, but no smoke. The
juice drips into a pan.
These are really powerful grills and can turn out a lot of food.
Stainless exterior
LPG w regulator
battery operated fan option
BE104S 1150/410/245 OA/771/170 grill/12.7 kg
BE104L 1145/410/245OA/840/260 grill/12.7kg
YE 104A: 1180/395/220 oa 780/225/ grill 12 kg

FANS: either 220v or 12v dc
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DR1-2A SMOKLESS ELECTRIC BBQ GRILL: 1010/315/170 OA 765/235/
2.4 WATTX EA/9.2 KG

SMOKeLESS
LPG GRILL
WITH GLASS
DAMPERS
Our most popular model
infrared gas BBQ with
electric ignition and
adjustable height grate,
drip pan, easy to clean, all
stauinelss steel, comes in
many sizes,
HB214V: 580/570/320OA
HB216V 210/570/320 OA
HB218V 1050/570/320 OA
HB234V 580/680/320 OA
HB236V 810/680/320 OA
HB238V 1050/680/320 OA

520/336 GRATE
750/336 GRATE
990/336 GRATE
520/460 GRATE
760/460 GRATE
990/320 GRATE

16.2KG
20.4KG
25.2 KG
19.0 KG
24.5 KG
29.5 KG
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Gorgeous Countertop Display Freezer Cases
Made in China

The restrained elegance of these beautifully finished matching countertop cases
puts them in a class by themselves. All come in the same sizes: 90, 120 & 150
cm widths. All match 9fit together). Compressors made by Embraco/Panasonic. Absolutely gorgeous. Hot pastry showcases come with chrome steel grid-–
lays on shelf to elevate hot pastry.
Gorgeous little cases! Elegant and sophisticated. Transparent trays beautifully
display ice cream. Panasonic compressor. Automatic hot-gas defrost. Anti-fog
triple pane glass. Countertop model puts the product at eye level. 4-7 trays.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FRP Exterior
Stainless interior
Quiet hermetic compressor
Automatic Defrost
R404 gas
-16-22C
FRP Exterior
Stainless interior
Quiet hermetic compressor
Model
F-A530V
F-A540V
F-A550V

size
pans power
900*540*790 4
412
1200*540*790 5
487
1500*540*790 7
573
Specify “round” or “rectangular”

wt
90 Kg
115
120
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Century 21 Matching Countertop
Hot & Cold Deli Cases

Style matches Countertop gelato cases shown in Dream Cones Showcase Catalogue
Made in China

CENTURY 21 A530V 2 SHELF COLD SHOWCASE +2° to +8°C
Has glass countertop
Model
Size
Shelves Power Wt.
A530V 900*540*790 2
412
90 Kg
A540V 1200*540*790 2
487
115
A550V 1500*540*790 2
573
120

CENTURY 21 GA530-50V THREE SHELF COLD SHOWCASE Has black
countertop
Model
size
shelves power wt
GA530V
900*540*790 3
467
90Kg
GA540V
1200*540*790 3
602
115
GA550V
1500*540*790 3
724
120

CENTURY 21 A530V 2 SHELF HOT SHOWCASE +40° to +75°C
Has glass countertop
Model
Size
Shelves Power Wt.
H-A530V
900*540*790 2
765
80 Kg
H-A540V
1200*540*790 2
805
95
H-A550V
1500*540*790 2
845
110

CENTURY 21 GA530-50V THREE SHELF HOT SHOWCASE +40° to +75°C
Has black countertop
Model
size
shelves power wt
H-GA530VBF 900*540*790 3
830
121Kg
H-GA540VBF 1200*540*790 3
890
152
H-GA550VBF 1500*540*790 3
950
179
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Art-Deco Style Hot & Cold Deli Cases
S530A COLD CASE +2° to +8°C & H-S530A HOT CASE +40° to +75°C
S530ABF FRONT/REAR-OPENING COLD SHOWCASE

ART DECO S530A COLD 2-TRAY SHOWCASE
Model
size
shelves power wt
S530A 900*540*790 2
467
90Kg
S540A 1200*540*790 2
602
115
S550A 1500*540*790 2
724
120
ART DECO H-S530 HOT 2-TRAY SHOWCASE +40° to +75°C black shelves
Model
size
shelves power wt
H-S530A
900*540*790 2
765
90Kg
H-S540A
1200*540*790 2
805
115
H-S550A
1500*540*790 2
845
120

S530ABF FRONT/REAR-OPENING COLD SHOWCASE
Model
size
shelves power
S-S530ABF
900*540*790 2
S-S540ABF 1200*540*790 2
S-S550ABF 1500*540*790 2

wt
427
516
530

112Kg
134
157

THESE CASES MATCH COUNTERTOP GELATO CASES FOUND IN THE
DREAM CONES MACHINERY CATALOGUE
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FRONT/REAR OPENING 4-SHELF COLD DELI SHOWCASE
+2° to +8°C Made in China

This slim, elegant cold showcase can hold a variety of cakes, sandwiches or salads with lots of room on the bottom shelf for drinks.
Yellow, green, maroon, black or white.
								STOCK #
								G740VBF
								G750VBF
								G760VBF

SIZE SLF POWER
1200x730x1500
3
1500X730X1500
3
1800X730X1500
3

768
940
1007
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Thai-Cake Case
This good-looking, highly-reliable but modestly-priced cake case comes in a
variety of sizes, each with two shelves and a bottom shelf. +4-+10°C and runs
economically at less than 3 amps. Automatic defrosting and frost-free. Cold
air is blown up from the bottom shelf. Front-opening glass.

STOCK #
Dimensions
Volume Power Net Wt.
			
Cu
HP Kg.
CAKE 9
90x70x1285
330
3/8 90
CAKE 12
120x70x1285
450
½ 115
CAKE 15
150X70X1285
57
½
140
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